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Please refer to Appendix – Important Disclosures.

Key Takeaway: With economic fundamentals still bullish, the prospect of a rate cut by the Fed (and a more favorable global central bank back drop) has bullish implications for stocks. While some indexes are making new highs, overall market breadth has been less than robust.

MACRO FACTORS (WHAT COULD HAPPEN):

Fed looks set to join majority of other central banks in cutting interest rates

Uncertainty is elevated but growth looks unlikely to morph into recession

Earnings growth remains challenging at a time when valuations are already stretched

MARKET FACTORS (WHAT IS HAPPENING):

Sentiment swinging swiftly from optimism to pessimism and now back toward optimism

Seasonal patterns have struggled with reliability as momentum remains a headwind

Rally participation has been less than robust as the S&P 500 has moved toward new highs
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